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days ago when I received the the information regarding the new Med beds I received a little 

bit more information which I did post to my social media channels and groups and things  

which was the alliances asked me to not answer any more questions um they said it is so that 

people can find the information themselves and get some you know skills researching skills  

and you know kind of force people into looking for the information instead of having it anded 

to them however I feel that that's not entirely accurate there is something else going on so hat 

they've asked me to do is give information only at their request not answer any questions by 

private message or or in the groups or search any kind of social media I can for the time being 

still do private sessions but only mediumship and your own spiritual self-development 

everything about projects about Med beds about everything else is an absolute No-No and if 

you run my live stream yesterday about worship and the 5D new Earth you'll notice that once 

I started answering questions the live stream was cut off okay they the alliance has said that 

hey had they did this they didn't want any any questions answered um they waited till all the 

information was given and then they stopped it and then we started we tried to start again and 

they allowed it to continue the second uh the second time because all the questions were just 

basically Med beds and and stuff which is completely out there I've talked about it a million 

times okay so I don't know what they're planning they've never done this before but I did 

notice this morning that Phil G has been asked to not do his live stream tonight no explanation 

was giving given he asked if he could do a short q a and the answer was point blank no so um 

I know something's going on and then Kimberly Tesla shared a message this morning about 

um all the the alliance and and Trump channels disappearing in a whole group of people  

leaving and and all of this something is about to hit the fan I don't know what it is um but 

yeah please don't send me  messages I'm not being rude I'm not  being isrespectful if I don't 

answer  your message your question please don't hold it against me um I answered a couple 

this morning and yeah I had a very strong visit with some very strong words um do not 

answer any questions that's it that's literally it and they even said that sometime in the the next 

car yeah start again sometimes within some time within the coming week to two weeks they'll   

stop my private sessions all together I hope something happens before then because of private 

sessions is How I Live so um that's how I keep a roof over my head so I hope and pray 

something happens but yeah if Kimberly Tesla shared that and then Phil G he had his he's live   

canceled from his contacts I've been silenced except you know when they give me 

information to deliver so um I noticed this morning even Wolverine sounded like he was 

saying a goodbye message so something is definitely up and I'll say it now because I may not 

get another chance I want to thank each and every one of you for for joining me on this 

journey and you've all been such a blessing um through the the laughter the happiness the 

tears the the sadness the temper tantrums all of the above um but no matter what kind of 

relationship we've had you've been an absolute blessing and I thank you all for that um it's all 

taught me a lot it's taught me so much and I'm so honored to be part of your part of your life 

so thank you and yet just in case this is the last one okay so um so yeah shit's about to get real 

so I've never been asked to not answer questions I've been asked many times to back off and 

direct people to where they can find their answers which we have done but never to that's it no 

more answering questions um so there'll be no more classes no more workshops unless they 

change unless something happens and and they change I have no idea why they've requested 

this but seems to be a few people have given out information today that they're being silenced 

or something like that so so yes thank you everybody and um enjoy your day okay thanks bye 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UmNnmy6L70

